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ZGDJ-X1 Distributed Fault Locating System 

1. Overview  

ZGDJ-X1 distributed fault location system is an 

advanced lightning monitoring system which is 

made by ZG Lightning technologies. This 

system changes the location of traditional fault 

locating device from secondary side of 

substation onto the line to directly get the fault 

current traveling wave so as to collaboratively 

analyze several checking points of fault current 

traveling waves to get actual fault location 

correctly.                                                             Figure 1 Appearance 

Compared with the traditional fault locating method, distributed fault locating is more approaching to actual status of current traveling wave and is 

able to make modification based on calculated datum gained from practical operation status on lines. And this method greatly improves the 

locating accuracy.  As to info of lightning interference, this system can realize effective identification of lightning strikes through analysis of 

time-domain data of lightning current traveling wave, polarity and energy spectrum, which can provide guidance to planning departments to make 

targeted lightning protection plan.  

The system can quickly determine the fault section and fault location, shorten the time to repair, which greatly improves the reliability of power 

supply system and reduce the direct and indirect losses due to power failure. 

2. System Configuration 

Name Quantity Unit Remark 

Standard Configuration 

ZGDJ-X1 distributed fault location 

device 
3 set 

3 sets for 1 group and to be installed on power 

transmission lines to detect, record, temporarily store 

and upload the current traveling wave data. 

System Software 1 set 1 set for 1 project 

3. Dimensions 

Dimensions of ZGDJ-X1 distributed fault locating device is ф195mm × 260mm (diameter × length), as shown in Figure 1: 

4. Application Environment 

5. Working principle 

Compared with the traditional traveling wave positioning theory, overhead - cable mixed line distributed fault locating method is to change the 

locating device from the transformer substation onto the lines. The whole locating system consists of fault detection devices by certain groups 

Item Specified value 

Power supply Current induction power supply (CT electric) and lithium battery 

Ambient temperature -25℃～45℃ 

Operating Temperature -25℃～75℃ 

Relative Humidity 5%RH～100%RH 

Atmospheric Pressure 55kPa～106kPa 
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installed along the line (each group has 3 sets, match with ABC three-phase), wireless communication module and remote monitoring control 

station, as shown in Figure 1.  

Power supply of Fault current detection device use CT + backup battery and use broadband Rogowski coil to get fault transient current traveling 

wave data and through short-distance wireless communication network of ZIGBEE to gather datum from 3 detection devices and then to transmit 

processed results to the monitoring control station through GPRS / CDMA / GSM remote wireless communication network. 

Through the integration and analysis of the current traveling wave, spatiotemporal data of Catadioptric wave characteristics, real-time status data 

on line, location data of checking points, line length and other info, the remote monitoring control station can calculate the exact location of the 

fault place. And also based on analysis of lightning wave info of polarity, time domain, frequency domain, and energy spectrum data which are 

transmitted from checking points, the control station can identify type of lightning strike.  
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Figure 2 overhead - cable mixed line distributed fault locating system  

6. Technical Specifications 

6.1 Performance Parameters 

 Ranging Accuracy ≤200m≤200m 

 Current detection range: 

 Frequency current: 20A-25kA (RMS)  

 Traveling wave current: ± 20 - ± 50kA  

 Current measurement error: ≤ 10%  

 Working load current through line: ≤ 1400A;  

 short-circuit current allowed through line: 40kA, 60ms; 31.5kA, 100ms; 15kA, 2s;  

 Starting current: ≤ 20A;  

 Sampling frequency:  

 Traveling wave: (1 - 10) MHz, sampling rate can be set by the background software.  

 Frequency current: (1-10) KHz, the sampling rate can be set by the background software.  

 Fault current collection time length:  

 Traveling wave: (1-5) ms, storage time length can be set according to background software.  

 Power Frequency: (20-100) ms, storage time length can be set according to background     

software.  

 Recording time between two faults: ≤ 1ms;  

 GPS time accuracy: 1us 

Substation M Substation N 

Bus line Bus line 

Checking point Breaker 

Cable Overhead line 
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6.2 Technical Features 

 The distributed monitoring device can divide the long line into several sections, thereby to reduce the line length, velocity and 

the head wave impact on the traveling wave locating , so as to improve the locating accuracy, and the system error is less than 

200m; 

 Mutual confirmation of multi-partition monitored datum is able to optimize results which improve the locating accuracy. 

 The trigger level can be set dynamically, effectively improve the reliability of the detection; 

 Direct coupling measurements can improve the response sensitivity of high resistance earthing and other complex fault; 

  Applicable to all types of transmission lines, the system can provide solution for T connection and line of hybrid structure and 

other complex structures; 

 The system can effectively distinguish lightning and non-lightning faults, and use of time domain, frequency domain and other 

characteristics of lightning current so as to identify the lightning type; 

 The system can monitor the time, location, and number of lightning strike on the transmission line; 

 Using CT and + lithium battery for power, applicable to urban distribution network lines; 

 Automatically finish transmission, storage, analysis, and processing of fault traveling wave datum; 

 Configuration, management and maintenance of the system can be realized locally or via the communication network; 

 Device has the function of self-check and automatic alarm via the communication network when internal fault happens; 

 Mass storage of fault waveform at system server; 

 Background software uses B / S architecture model which enables client end operation and query of monitored data by 

browser at any places. 

 Store the transmission data in the data center through a wireless network and client end provides query of historical data in the 

center through network and the center can provide data analysis at the same time. 

 The device software enables remote online upgrade through network. 

 Server enables data backup and export. 

7. System Software  

Software system consists of two server-centric, GPRS server and WEB server. 

The remote Terminal (traveling wave device) realizes communication with 

GPRS server in monitoring center through GPRS server network to access the 

Internet. And GPRS server processes the remote terminal upload data 

(waveform, system, and fault) and stores the processed data in the database. 

Through inquiry function to the data in database, WEB server provides users 

with all kinds of services, including: 

 Fault diagnosis query  

 Fault waveform query 

 Operating status query  

 Environmental information query  

 Expert system analysis  

 Statistical report generation   

 Remote configuration  

 Authority management 

 Maintenance and management 
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Figure 3 System Software Architecture 
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Figure 4 WEB server interface 

8. Installation diagram 

 

Figure 5 System installation diagram 
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9. Fault waveform example 

 

Figure 6 Power Frequency fault current traveling wave 

 

Figure 7 High frequency fault current traveling wave 

 

Figure 8 Lightning Shielding failure waveform            Figure 10 lightning counterattack wave 

 

 

 

 

      Sichuan Zhongguang Lightning Protection Technologies Co., Ltd. 

Address：No. 19, Tianyu Road, Western Park, Chengdu Hi-tech Zone, Chengdu, China 

Zip code： 611731 

Email：info@zhongguang.com 

       zhongguang@vip.163.com 

fax：（+86 28）87843532                                      

Tel：（+86）400 682 1987 

（+86 28）66755400,86082899,86083899 ext 2070 
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